SunUp

Maintenance and Inventory Manager for
Renewable Energy Projects
SunUp, developed by BrightSource, enables you to visualize physical assets on
user-friendly plant site maps. The tool maximizes asset productivity with an
automated approach to equipment tracking and maintenance. It supports a wide
range of renewable energy plants such as central tower, parabolic trough, PV,
and wind plants.

Automated Maintenance Tickets
SunUp accesses equipment status data directly from the
plant’s control systems, equipment history, and operator input
to generate detailed maintenance tickets. O&M personnel can
select tickets for both maintenance scheduling and the problem
analysis. For example, all tickets in one area of the plant or
tickets pertaining to a specific part can be analyzed or combined
in a targeted work order.

Preventative Maintenance
SunUp schedules routine maintenance for each equipment type.
As the scheduled date approaches, a work order is generated.
After completing the assigned task, the maintenance worker
enters work details into the SunUp mobile app, enabling
maintenance tracking in real-time.
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Shipment Tracking
SunUp offers shipment tracking functionality for both new
and repaired parts, and tracks them from delivery through to
site installation.

Advanced Reporting
SunUp offers real-time analytics and reports that include
equipment status, historical trends, maintenance, inventory,
shipments, and more.

SunUp monitors special processes such as new site
construction or equipment cleaning. The plant site viewer
displays a map highlighting the process completion status for
each piece of equipment.

Monitoring of Parts and Inventory
SunUp tracks inventory levels for each part and issues warnings
when the level falls below a designated minimum. When an
equipment repair is completed, SunUp deducts any new parts
installed from inventory and adds defective parts removed to
a quarantine status. SunUp can also interface with other O&M
systems such as SAP.

Distributed Plant Ticket Viewer
For plants with a high numbers of distributed equipment such
as solar fields, SunUp provides a dedicated viewer that displays
each piece of equipment and its associated maintenance tickets
at a given time. This also includes counts for different ticket
types to provide users with a quick site status.
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